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ELO INU

DISCLAIMER
This introductory paper was originally published in 2021 prior to the project's
launch. It's worth noting that ELO INU, like all community-driven, open-source
software projects, has evolved since its initial publication.
ELO INU is a completely decentralized and community-driven project free of
ownership, shareholders, promoters, directors and other centralised entities
enforcing governance. ELO INU smart contracts are open-source, security
audited, permanent, and entirely unchangable.
Serving strictly as a utility token in jurisdiction, ELO INU should not be
considered a security or regulated token of any kind, and isn’t categorised as a
fiat/asset backed stablecoin.
Holders and traders of ELO INU claim to have read the correct technical,
regulatory and legal advice prior to viewing this Whitepaper or the ELO INU
website, thereafter accepting the inherent risk in accessing or using any form
of blockchain or crypto technology, token, platform, and interface and further
acknowledges with full disclaimer the full potential for loss and damages
suffered.
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ELO INU

INTRODUCTION
ELO INU is redesigning the way
decentralized finance is structured,
focused on reshaping and evolving
how DeFi concepts such as
participation rewards, NFTs, and
decentralized exchanges work while
delivering the most robust
ecosystem ever designed for DeFi's
much-needed advancements.

ELO INU integrates:

ELO INU is leveraging the power of
Defi concepts and, through our
ecosystem, we offer huge tools for
people around the world to take
control of their financial future. ELO
Ecosystem makes DeFi safer, more
accessible and more rewarding
with a circular ecosystem that
aligns incentives for holders,
rookies, traders, and developers.

Using decentralized exchanges with
certain functionality allows holders
to trade directly without the need
for centralized governance.

$ELO TOKEN
The meme token that facilitates
and promotes widespread usage
through a specific rewards initiative
linked to user transactions through
decentralized wallets.

ELO INU SWAP
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ELO INU

TOKEN PRESALE
Token

Network

Ticker

Net Supply

ELO INU

Binance Smart Chain

ELO INU

1 Quintillion

Hard Cap

Soft Cap

Personal Max

Personal Min

1200 BNB

600 BNB

5 BNB

0.01 BNB

ELO INU’s projected net supply currently stands at 1 Quintillion, being prioritised
as a decentralized usage rewards mechanism. The more $ELO INU is actively
in use, the more rewards are generated.
ELO INU offers investors a platform where they can increase their crypto
earnings simply for holding $ELO INU. The project uses a financial model and
intelligent coding to deliver token reflection earnings to every holder. Moreover,
the project integrates a fully self-sustaining model designed to increase the
user base and build a strong community.
ELO INU maintains a robust fees model that charges multiple types of fees on
all buy and sell trades. The tax from transactions is used to reward holders
and fund marketing/development, ensuring the meme token takes flight.
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TOKENOMICS
Token Distribution
1.2%

Pinksale

5%

Team Tokens

1.2%

5%

33.8% Liquidity
60%

Presale
60%

33.8%

12% Transaction Tax
4%

Liquidity Pool

3%

Redistributed

5%

Marketing & Team
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ELO INU

ROADMAP
Q4 2021
-

White Paper
Website Launch
Social Accounts
Token Audit
Token Sale
PancakeSwap Listing
Coinmarketcap & Coingeko Listing
Ambassadors Application
Huge Marketing Push
Community Growth
Ambassadors Announcement
Further Exchange Listings

Q3 2022
- ELO INU NFT Marketplace
- ETH Bridge

Q2 2022
Q1 2022
- The ELO INU Swap
- Swap Contract Audit
- ELO INU Swap Public

- New Partnerships
- Web Re-design
-Community Events
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ELO INU

AUDIT
InterFi was commissioned by ELO INU to perform a complete audit of the
smart contracts and token.
The link to the contract is given below
https://bscscan.com/address/0x35207068e057a01861A654463c01B04cc111E760#code

The purpose of the audit was to achieve the following
Ensure that the smart contract functions as intended
Identify the potential security issue with the smart contract.
Link to audit report
https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-audits/blob/main/EloInu_AuditReport_InterFi.pdf
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LEARN MORE & GET INVOLVED
Website

https://elotoken.io

Twitter

https://twitter.com/eloinutoken

Presale

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/launchpad/0xC843d00a0712420aE847FfF993c15165eE0283c9?chain=BSC

Telegram

https://t.me/Elo_Inu

PancakeSwap Coming Soon

Thanks for Reading
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